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Abstract5

Fitness landscape mapping and the prediction of evolutionary trajectories on these landscapes are6

major tasks in evolutionary biology research. Evolutionary dynamics is tightly linked to the land-7

scape topography, but this relation is not straightforward. Models predict di�erent evolutionary8

outcomes depending on mutation rates: high-�tness genotypes should dominate the population un-9

der low mutation rates and lower-�tness, mutationally robust (also called '�at') genotypes - at higher10

mutation rates. Yet, so far, �at genotypes have been demonstrated in very few cases, particularly in11

viruses. The quantitative conditions for their emergence were studied only in simpli�ed single-locus,12

two-peak landscapes. In particular, it is unclear whether within the same genome some genes can13

be �at while the remaining ones are �t. Here, we analyze a previously measured �tness landscape14

of a yeast tRNA gene. We found that the wild type allele is sub-optimal, but is mutationally robust15

('�at'). Using computer simulations, we estimated the critical mutation rate in which transition16

from �t to �at allele should occur for a gene with such characteristics. We then used a scaling17

argument to extrapolate this critical mutation rate for a full genome, assuming the same mutation18

rate for all genes. Finally, we propose that while the majority of genes are still selected to be �ttest,19

there are a few mutation hot-spots like the tRNA, for which the mutationally robust �at allele is20

favored by selection.21

Introduction22

Fitness landscape mapping and prediction of evolutionary trajectories of these landscapes are major23

tasks in evolutionary biology [1]. While evolutionary theory predicts that population mean �tness24

should increase over time, it o�ers only few quantitative predictions for the dynamics of evolution25

and the possible evolutionary trajectories. The main hurdle for generally computing evolutionary26
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trajectories is their dependence on the underlying �tness landscape. Currently available �tness27

landscapes include between 16 and 100,000 di�erent genotypes (for review see [2, 3]). Yet, even the28

largest datasets [4, 5, 6, 7] encompass only small fractions of the entire �tness landscape of even29

a single gene. As detailed �tness measurements have been unavailable until recently, most of the30

associated theory was developed in isolation from data [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16]. Additionally,31

the development of a general theory is di�cult, because �tness landscapes are diverse and di�er in32

details.33

Evolutionary dynamics on empirical �tness landscapes was studied in cases in which genotype-34

phenotype mapping was available, such as folded RNA molecules [17, 18, 19] and transcription-factor35

binding sites [20, 21, 22] or in computational �tness landscape models closely inspired by particular36

experimental systems, such as maturation of the immune response [13, 23] and molecular interac-37

tions [24, 25]. Evolutionary dynamics on phenotypic �tness landscapes was studied for bacterial38

metabolic networks [26] and antibiotic resistance [27]. Exploration of empirical �tness landscapes39

and extraction of their statistical features such as local correlation, epistasis, ruggedness and density40

of local maxima [8, 28, 2, 6, 29, 30, 31], were pursued in the belief that these statistical hallmarks41

will aid in translating evolutionary trajectories to more general landscapes [32, 33].42

The focus of the studies surveyed above was genotype �tness. Genes however are thought to43

evolve not only to maximize �tness, but also to reduce crosstalk [34, 35], increase network modu-44

larity [36] and allow for desired signaling properties [37, 24]. Mutational robustness - the extent to45

which �tness changes due to mutations - has been demonstrated to be an additional driver of evolu-46

tion [38, 39, 19, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44]. The quasi-species framework developed by Manfred Eigen and47

Peter Schuster [45, 46, 47] is a theoretical framework that describes mutation-selection evolutionary48

dynamics of a large number of distinct genotypes. This framework is suitable for studying evolution49

of genetic sequences with a large variety of alleles, as those captured by �tness landscapes. Quasi-50

species theory is an extension of the simple single-locus systems studied in population genetics [48].51

While the above-mentioned models mostly assumed the strong-selection-weak-mutation (SSWM)52

regime, in which the population is nearly monomorphic, the quasi-species framework allows for high53

mutation rates such that the population is polymorphic. This theory predicts a failure to adapt (so-54

called "error catastrophe") if the mutation rate exceeds a threshold value. In intermediate mutation55

rates, it predicts that populations could (depending on the landscape) favor sub-optimal but muta-56

tionally robust genotypes over the �ttest ones. This "survival of the �attest" result has been shown57

theoretically for the simple two-peak landscape case [49, 50]. It was demonstrated in simulations of58

digital organisms [51] and experimentally in plant viral pathogens [52] and RNA viruses [53].59

The advent in sequencing technologies now enables measurement of increasingly larger �tness60

landscape datasets [6, 7]. It is then desirable to predict evolutionary trajectories on these empirical61

�tness landscapes, using the previously developed theory in this �eld.62

A recent set of experiments characterized the �tness landscape of the tRNAArg
CCU gene of S.63

cerevisiae. As this gene is relatively short (72 nucleotides), its landscape is signi�cantly smaller64

than that of a typical protein (average of 1.4 kb in S. cerevisiae). It is a single-copy, non-essential65

gene, such that many of its mutants are viable. Li et al. measured the growth rates of 23, 28466

di�erent mutants of this gene in four di�erent growth conditions (23�C, 30�C, 37�C and oxidative67
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stress) [54, 55]. The richness of this dataset renders it a highly valuable case study for analyzing68

topographic properties and evolutionary trajectories of an empirical landscape and for comparing69

them with theoretical predictions. Here, we comprehensively analyze this tRNA �tness landscape, in70

e�orts to identify the properties that dictate whether a particular genotype can be the "wild type",71

namely the extant outcome of the evolutionary dynamics. We found that the wild type was not the72

�ttest genotype, in any of the four conditions measured, nor was it the �ttest on average over all, nor73

a local �tness maximum. We then de�ned a measure of genotype local �atness with respect to its74

single-point mutants and found that the wild type was one of the �attest genotypes in the dataset.75

Stochastic evolutionary simulations over this empirical �tness landscape showed a phase transition at76

a threshold mutation rate, from a population dominated by a high-�tness (non wild type) genotype77

at low mutation rates to a collection of many intermediate-�tness genotypes composed of the wild78

type and other genotypes of similar �tness. To estimate the full-genome mutation rate in which79

this transition is expected, we used the threshold mutation rate for the tRNA alone, as obtained in80

the simulations, and applied a scaling argument, assuming equal properties for all loci. Variation in81

either local mutation rate or gene susceptibility to mutation could however cause hybrid constructs82

with a mixture of �t and �at genes in the same genome.83

Results84

The wild type is not the �ttest genotype.85

Our dataset consists of experimental �tness measurements of �65, 000 mutants of the S. cerevisiae86

tRNAArg
CCU gene collected by Li et al. [54, 55]. Growth rates of 23,284 of these mutants were87

measured under four di�erent environmental conditions: 23�C, 30�C, 37�C and oxidative stress. In88

the following, we refer only to the genotypes that were measured under all four conditions. The89

�tness of each genotype was de�ned as the base-2 exponent of its relative growth rate with respect90

to the wild type (see Methods). Hence, by de�nition the wild type �tness was set to 1, for each91

condition.92

We began by closely examining the �tness values dataset. Our �rst remarkable �nding was that93

the wild type was not the genotype with highest �tness under any of the four conditions, as one94

might expect from population-genetic models for single-locus selection, if the population is at steady95

state. Under each of the conditions, between 2000 and 2400 mutants (out of the 23,284) exhibited96

higher �tness than the wild type (Fig. 1b-e) 1. We then analyzed possible sources for measurement97

errors, including read-count variability, as a source of inaccuracy in growth rate assessment and98

the possibility that the �tness e�ect was due to independent mutations that fortuitously occurred99

elsewhere in the genome (SI - Figs. S1-S2). While such error sources did exist, they could not fully100

account for the wild type's �tness sub-optimality.101

12441 genotypes in 23�C, 2075 genotypes in 30�C, 2008 genotypes in 37�C and 2236 genotypes in oxidative stress
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Figure 1 (previous page): Empirical �tness landscape of a tRNA gene (a) A schematic
visualization of the experimentally measured tRNA �tness landscape. Each circle represents a
genotype. Filled circles represent genotypes whose �tness values (here encoded by di�erent colors)
were measured. Empty circles represent genotypes whose �tness values were not measured. We use
here a concentric representation of the �tness landscape, centered around the wild type, where the
minimal number of steps on the graph between any two genotypes is the number of point mutations
separating them. The wild type is then surrounded by expanding circles of its single mutants
(denoted by N1), double mutants (N2), etc. The experiment probed all the wild type's single-point
mutants, but only decreasingly smaller proportions of the following mutational neighborhoods, Ni.
(b-e): The distribution of all �tness values measured under four di�erent conditions (30�C, 23�C,
DMSO and 37�C), at semi-log scale. The wild type �tness value is shown in each by the red dotted
line. Fitness was de�ned relative to the wild type's �tness, such that the wild type �tness was set to
1 for each condition. Under each of the conditions tested, 8%-10% of the genotypes in this dataset
were �tter than the wild type. The relative weights of di�erent �tness values were biased by the
non-uniform sampling of the landscape, with dense sampling close to the wild type, and sparser
sampling farther away.

The wild type is not the �ttest on average across conditions102

A possible explanation for the apparent sub-optimality of the wild type could be that while some103

mutants are �tter than the wild type under a speci�c condition, they are much less �t under other104

conditions, such that, on average the wild type is �ttest. To test the applicability of this explanation105

for our case, we checked for each genotype the correlation between its �tness values under the various106

growth conditions. For high-�tness genotypes (>1.05 30�C), a high correlation was found between107

the �tness values measured under various conditions, r � 0.75�0.91 between �tness values at 30�C108

and �tness values under the other conditions. Namely, most genotypes which are �t under one109

condition are also �t under others (see Fig. 2a). In contrast, genotypes with low �tness in the range110

0.6-0.8 at 30�C, showed a much lower correlation between their �tness values across conditions,111

r � 0.28 � 0.49 (see Fig. 2b). These results argue against the possibility that the wild type is the112

�ttest on average, which would imply that genotypes having high-�tness under one condition should113

have low �tness under another.114

To formally compare between �tness values averaged over multiple conditions, we considered the115

geometric mean �tness [56], xfiy � p
±

m f
m
i q

1{M , where fmi is the �tness value of the i-th genotype116

in the m-th condition (out of M). The �tness values we have are relative to the wild type's, whose117

�tness was de�ned to be 1 under each of the conditions. Since growth rates di�er between conditions,118

we must �rst transform the �tness values under the di�erent conditions to a common baseline before119

we can calculate the geometric mean. To do so, we used the wild type growth rates reported by120

Li et al. for each of the conditions (See Methods section for details). Fig. 2c shows a histogram121

of the geometric mean �tness values xfiy of all the genotypes in our dataset after transforming the122

original values. A possible caveat to this calculation is the underlying assumption that all four123

conditions are equally probable in the organism's natural habitat. Empirical �tness values might124

be inaccurate due to various reasons as discussed in the SI (Section 1). To reduce dependence on125

�tness value inaccuracies, we may also look at the �tness ranks: under each condition separately,126

all the genotypes are ranked according to their �tness values in ascending order (lowest �tness has127
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rank 1). The mean (and minimum) rank over the various conditions is then calculated for each128

genotype. If the �tter-than wild type mutants are �tter under one condition, but less �t under129

other conditions, it should be re�ected in their mean rank being lower-than wild type mean rank.130

Fig. 2d shows the histogram of mean and minimum �tness ranks (over the four conditions) for all131

genotypes. The vertical dashed lines represent the wild type measures. We observe that the wild132

type is not the �ttest across conditions in any of these calculations, but rather a sizable proportion133

of genotypes were �tter.134

Evolutionary trajectories exist to �tter-than-wild type genotypes135

The wild type sub-optimality could hypothetically be rooted in the �tness landscape topography.136

If, for example, the wild type were an isolated local maximum, separated from the global �tness137

maximum by �tness valleys, the population could be hindered from reaching the global maximum138

(at least temporarily) [8]. To test this hypothesis, we characterized the genotypes reached by single-139

point mutations in the wild type (or other focal genotypes) and then searched for evolutionarily140

accessible trajectories, namely trajectories along which �tness did not decrease. We began by141

exploring the location of the high-�tness genotypes with respect to the wild type's. "Mutational142

neighborhoods" NipWTq surrounding the wild type were de�ned as the set of genotypes reached143

by i point mutations (shortest path) from the wild type (see Fig. 1a). Fig. 3b shows the �tness144

distributions of the four mutational neighborhoodsN1�N4 (single to quadruple mutants). We found145

that all four mutational neighborhoods contained �tter-than wild type genotypes, but the largest146

proportion of such �tter genotypes was in N2, only two point mutations away from the wild type.147

Low-�tness genotypes were also found in all mutational neighborhoods. The �tness distribution148

of N1 genotypes was much narrower than those of the other mutational neighborhoods, suggesting149

some level of correlation in �tness values between nearest neighbors.150

Dissection of each mutational neighborhood into one of four �tness categories (Fig. 3a) found151

that 73% of the wild type's single mutants were nearly neutral (0.9   f   1.05) with respect to the152

wild type, 25% of them were much less �t (0.6   f   0.9), and 2% (4 genotypes) were signi�cantly153

�tter than the wild type (f ¡ 1.05). Amongst the N2pWTq genotypes (wild type's double mutants)154

the proportion of �tter-than wild type genotypes was even larger (944 out of 8101; 11%). We then155

checked for the existence of evolutionary trajectories of non-decreasing �tness, leading from the wild156

type to the �tter genotypes in N2. To �nd whether direct access from the wild type to the �tter157

N2 genotypes is possible via single-point mutations trajectory, we mapped all 2-step trajectories of158

strictly increasing �tness, originating from the wild type. We found �1000 such trajectories, made159

possible due to the small number of �tter-than wild type single mutants. These comprise 2% of all160

possible 2-step trajectories originating from the wild type (total of p69 � 3q2 � 4 � 104). Consider161

a yeast population of a typical size of 108. Over the course of time, it is highly likely that such162

trajectories will be visited and produce novel �tter genotypes [57]. This estimate is only a lower163

bound to the actual number of trajectories leading to �tter genotypes. If we also include trajectories164

passing through neutral single mutants, the number of trajectories reaching �tter double-mutants165

will be much higher.166

We conclude that the wild type is not a local maximum. It is worth mentioning in this context167
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 2: The wild type is not the �ttest across conditions. Fitness values of mutants with
�tness in the range [1.05, 1.6] (a) and in the range [0.6, 0.8] (b) at 30�C plotted against the �tness
values of these genotypes under the other three conditions (23�C, oxidative stress and 37�C). The
correlation coe�cient between �tness values under di�erent conditions were r � 0.89, 0.91, 0.75
respectively for the high-�tness range, but only r � 0.49, 0.48, 0.28 for the low-�tness range. We
conclude that mutants that have high �tness in one environment usually have high �tness in all four
of them. In contrast, for low-�tness genotypes, there is a much lower correlation between �tness
values under di�erent conditions. This rules out the possibility that the high-�tness genotypes
"specialize" in one environment, while remaining inferior in others, whereas the wild type is the
�ttest on average. (c) Distribution of xfiy - the geometric mean �tness (over the four environments)
values for all genotypes. Note that after alignment of �tness values under di�erent conditions to a
common baseline, the wild type �tness is no longer 1. (d) Distribution of genotype average (red)
and minimal (blue) �tness ranks over the four conditions (ascending �tness order, lowest �tness is
assigned rank 1). In both (c) and (d), the wild type �tness is denoted by vertical dashed lines. In
either measure, a sizable proportion of the genotypes was �tter than the wild type.
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that the higher the landscape dimension, the larger the number of possible single mutants for each168

genotype. A genotype is only a local maximum if all its single mutants are less �t. Hence, with the169

increase of landscape dimensionality, it is less likely to �nd local maxima [3].170

The wild type resides in a �at mutational neighborhood171

Until this point, we saw that �tness considerations alone cannot explain how a sub-optimal genotype172

evolved to be the wild type. Recent literature suggests that two forms of selection may be at173

play. First-order selection drives populations towards higher �tness, where second-order selection174

promotes mutational robustness and adaptability [43] or alternatively, evolution maximizes the175

reproductive value rather than the �tness [44]. Hence, we next sought to characterize the relative176

robustness to mutations of di�erent genotypes in our dataset. To quantify a genotype's evolutionary177

stability, we de�ned genotype steepness as the average �tness di�erence (absolute-value) between178

the genotype and its single mutants, N1piq:179

si �
1

|N1piq|

¸
jPN1piq

|fi � fj |, (1)

where |N1piq| is the number of single mutants of genotype i. This de�nition is based on �tness180

information of all the single mutants of genotype i. In practice, with the exception of the wild181

type, we only have measurements of a subset of the single mutants and estimate si using partial182

data. To handle the non-uniformity (in number and in relative location) of single mutant sets183

amongst di�erent genotypes, we only compared steepness between pairs of genotypes. This was184

achieved by sampling their corresponding single-mutant sets such that the set sizes are equal (see185

Methods section). To minimize biases because of small numbers of single mutants, steepness was186

only calculated for genotypes having at least 5 single mutants. This limitation enabled calculation187

of steepness only for 5615 genotypes (out of 23,284), yet the wild type and its single and double188

mutants were included in this calculation. As single-mutant sets can be randomly sampled in189

multiple ways (potentially yielding di�erent s values), we sampled them multiple times, resulting in190

a distribution of steepness di�erence values between every two genotypes. Fig. 4A presents di�erent191

statistical measures (mean, median, maximum etc.) of this steepness di�erence distribution, and192

shows the histogram of each measure over all the genotypes, relative to the wild type. Apart from193

the maximum, all measures had positive values only. Thus, all genotypes are steeper than the wild194

type, or in other words, the wild type is the �attest genotype in the dataset.195

What is the relation between steepness and �tness? Assuming many additive contributions of196

di�erent positions in the gene to its �tness, the �tness value distribution can be well approximated197

by a normal distribution, following the central limit theorem. In such a distribution, the most198

probable �tness value is very close (in the normal distribution it is exactly equal) to the median199

�tness value. We demonstrate here, that such �tness distributions yield a characteristic crescent-200

shaped �tness-steepness relation. For simplicity, assume an uncorrelated �tness landscape, such that201

the �tness values of a genotype 1-neighbors are randomly drawn from the �tness distribution. Then,202

genotypes with extreme �tness values (either very high or very low) are more likely to have single203

mutants with very di�erent �tness values than their owns, and thus have high steepness. In contrast,204
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3: The wild type is not a local maximum. (a) We illustrate the �tness values of the
wild type four mutational neighborhoods N1, N2, N3, N4 (right) using a color code. The majority of
�tter than wild type genotypes (green section) are double mutants (in the second ring). Zooming
into the composition of the inner circle N1 (left), we �nd that a small subset of the wild type
single mutants are �tter than the wild type (green). The vast majority of the single mutants are
nearly neutral (blue). (b) Fitness value histograms of genotypes in the wild type's four mutational
neighborhoods N1 �N4. Notably, all four mutational neighborhoods contain �tter than wild type
genotypes (f>1), but the largest proportion of �tter genotypes is in N2.
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intermediate-�tness genotypes are more likely to have single mutants with �tness similar to their205

owns and consequently have low steepness. If the �tness landscape is correlated, the �tness values of206

the 1-neighbors are correlated to the focal genotype �tness, such that the above e�ect is weaker but207

still exists to some extent (depending on the level of correlation). We demonstrate this idea using208

the NK model [13], which allows for di�erent degrees of landscape ruggedness and correlation by209

tuning of the model parameter K. Here we show simulation results with parameter values N � 14,210

K � 6, 14 (Fig. 4c-f). In this example, the �tness values of all genotypes are known and steepness211

can be calculated with no sampling bias. Fig. 4e-f presents the steepness vs. �tness values for all the212

genotypes in these examples. K � 14 represents a maximally rugged and uncorrelated landscape213

and K � 6 represents a partially correlated one. In both cases, the lowest steepness genotype214

was one that had an intermediate �tness value, and high-steepness genotypes were the ones with215

extreme �tness values (either high or low). The di�erences in steepness between the intermediate216

and the extreme �tness genotypes were larger in the uncorrelated landscape (Fig. 4f) than in the217

partially-correlated one (Fig. 4e), while their �tness values distributions were similar (Fig. 4c-d).218

In addition, a variety of steepness values were observed for many of the �tness values, in particular219

for intermediate �tness, where some had steepness as high as the steepness of the extreme �tness220

genotypes. It was thus intriguing to examine the �tness-steepness relation in the tRNA data. Fig. 4b221

presents a scatter plot of the steepness vs. �tness values of the di�erent tRNA mutants and shows a222

picture similar to that observed in the simulated NK model landscape. Here too the lowest steepness223

was obtained for intermediate-�tness genotypes. Notably, among all genotypes with �tness values224

around 1, the wild type (blue circle) was one of the least steep genotypes.225

For additional discussion of the e�ect of data incompleteness on steepness values and examination226

of di�erences in steepness calculated using di�erent subsets of a genotype's single mutants, the reader227

is referred to the SI (Section 2, Fig. S3).228
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 4
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Figure 4 (previous page): The wild type is mutationally robust (�at). (a): The distributions
of excess genotype steepness with respect to the wild type (see Methods for details). The di�erent
statistical measures (mean, median, etc.) were taken over di�erent random samples of the genotype
mutant sets, used for steepness calculation. These excess steepness distributions have almost exclu-
sively positive values - namely the wild type is one of the least-steep genotypes in the tRNA dataset.
(b) Steepness vs. �tness scatter plot of 5615 genotypes in the tRNA dataset. The wild type (blue
circle) has one of the lowest steepness values in the whole dataset. In particular, it has very low
steepness compared to other genotypes with similar �tness values. The wild type's single mutants
(N1) are shown for reference (red circles). Steepness was only calculated for genotypes with at least
5 single-mutants. (c-f) Fitness distributions (c-d) and steepness vs. �tness scatter plots (e-f) in a
simulated NK landscape (N � 14, K � 6, 14). Both high and low �tness genotypes exhibit higher
steepness. The genotypes with lowest steepness have intermediate �tness values. This e�ect is more
pronounced in the uncorrelated landscape (K � 14, (d), (f)) but is still observed in the partially
correlated landscape with K � 6 (c), (e).

Evolutionary dynamics on the empirical �tness landscape229

We found that while the wild type was not the �ttest in the landscape, it was among the �attest230

genotypes and speci�cally it was �atter than most other genotypes with similar �tness values.231

This suggests that this particular genotype could have become the wild type owing to its relative232

mutational robustness. To test this hypothesis and estimate the mutation rate at which the wild type233

should be stably maintained, we used stochastic simulations mimicking the evolutionary dynamics234

over the empirical tRNA �tness landscape. We used the measured �tness values and tested the e�ect235

of di�erent mutation rates. Since we know the �tness values for only a subset of the actual landscape,236

mutations in our simulations could only reach genotypes included in this partial �tness landscape.237

Isolated genotypes with no single mutants cannot be reached or left via a single-point mutation and238

were therefor excluded from the simulations. See Methods for details on the simulation.239

A unique technical challenge arises because di�erent genotypes in the dataset can potentially240

have di�erent numbers of single mutants. To resolve that, we de�ned the probability that a genotype241

is mutated independently of the number of its 1-neighbors. Yet, inequality in the number of single242

mutants could still bias the evolutionary dynamics if mutations a�ecting one genotype funnel into243

fewer genotypes than the mutations of another genotype. To describe that, a genotype's connectivity244

was de�ned as the number of its single mutants that were contained in our dataset Cpiq � |N1piq|.245

The average population connectivity is then
°

iCpiqxi, where xi is the population proportion of246

genotype i.247

To disentangle �tness from connectivity e�ects in the simulation results, we also ran as a control248

a neutral evolutionary process on the very same genotype dataset, as if all genotypes were equally249

�t. The dynamics in these control runs is then purely neutral and only re�ects the landscape250

connectivity structure. We then assigned quantitative measures (�tness, steepness, etc.) only in251

retrospect, such that they had no e�ect on the population dynamics during the simulation. Should252

the e�ects we observe in the evolutionary simulations appear also in the control, we can conclude253

that it is mostly due to the landscape non-uniform connectivity rather than due to selection.254

Fig. 5a-d presents the �nal population median �tness, median steepness, average population255
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connectivity and the fraction of the population located in N1pWTq (the wild type's single-mutants256

set), for di�erent mutation rates (red points) and compares them to the neutral simulation results257

(green points). Shaded regions around the curves represent the 25 and 75 percentiles over simulation258

repeats. All measures exhibited a sharp change at a critical mutation rate around µc � 10�3, where259

the population median �tness and steepness decrease and the population average connectivity and260

N1(WT) fraction increase. In contrast, the control simulations showed very little sensitivity, if any,261

to the mutation rate. Fig. 5c shows that at all mutation rates, the control population evolved to262

the highly connected regions of the landscape, in agreement with a previous study that addressed263

evolution on neutral networks [38]. As the majority of the dependence on mutation rate disappears264

in the neutral simulation, we conclude that most of the e�ect observed here is due to selection,265

rather than to the structure of the dataset.266

To further study the e�ect of mutation rates on the population, we examined the population267

composition at the end of the simulation for di�erent mutation rates. Fig. 5e-g shows the population268

�tness distribution for the adaptive simulation accounting for �tness (red) and for the control (green)269

at three di�erent mutation rates. At the low mutation rate µ � 10�3 (Fig. 5e), the population is270

dominated by a few high-�tness genotypes (f ¡ 1.5). From Figs. 5b-d, we learn that they have271

high steepness, few neighbors and are not single mutants of the wild type. As the mutation rate272

increases these genotypes are gradually replaced by others having lower �tness f � 1, lower steepness273

and higher connectivity (Fig. 5f-g). A signi�cant proportion (� 0.25) of them are wild type single274

mutants (Fig. 5d). At all three mutation rates, the control simulation spans the whole range of �tness275

values with a peak at f � 1. Importantly, at the higher mutation rates µ � 10�2 � 10�1 when the276

adaptive simulation population is no longer dominated by a �tter than wild type genotype, it does277

show an enrichment at f � 1 beyond the control population. The control simulation represents the278

e�ect of data connectivity alone, and the peak it shows at f � 1 is due to the higher connectivity279

of the wild type's neighborhood. Thus, we conclude, that at the low mutation rates (Fig. 5e) the280

population dynamics is dominated by �tness, and connectivity has a minor e�ect. At the higher281

mutation rates (Fig. 5f-g) the population dynamics in our simulations is a�ected by a combination282

of genotype �tness and connectivity. The over-representation of f � 1 genotypes on top of the283

control population, suggests an additional role for the �atness of the wild type's neighborhood,284

beyond what is expected due to its connectivity alone.285

Fig. 5a also compares the population median �tness to the median �tness value of the entire286

dataset (horizontal blue dashed line). Had the neutral simulation uniformly sampled all the geno-287

types in the dataset, we would have expected it to overlap with the dataset median �tness value. The288

population median �tness obtained in the control simulation was very close to the median �tness289

value of the entire dataset, but was consistently slightly higher. For comparison, we ran a similar290

evolutionary simulation with a neutral control on an arti�cially fabricated NK model landscape for291

which we have full data of all genotypes and equal connectivity for all. There, the �tness of the292

control simulation exactly overlapped with the dataset median �tness value (SI, Fig. S4). Thus, we293

attribute the small gap between the control (green points) and the dataset median to some level of294

correlation between high connectivity and high �tness in the dataset.295
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f) (g)

(h)
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Figure 5 (previous page): Evolutionary simulations on the tRNA �tness landscape exhibit

�tness decline at a threshold mutation rate. We simulated the evolutionary dynamics of
the experimentally measured tRNA �tness landscape at di�erent mutation rates (red circles). To
test whether the landscape incompleteness of our dataset a�ects the results, we also ran a control
simulation (green circles). There, we simulated a neutral evolutionary process on the same dataset,
assigning equal �tness values to all genotypes throughout the simulation. The quantitative measures
(�tness, steepness, etc.) shown in the graphs were only assigned to the genotypes in retrospect and
had no e�ect on the dynamics. We plot the �nal population median �tness (a), median steepness
(b), average connectivity (number of single mutants per genotype) (c) and fraction of the population
located in N1 (the wild type's single mutants) (d). All measures are plotted against the mutation
rate per base pair per generation (log-scale). Shaded regions represent the 25 and 75 percentiles
over repeated runs with the same parameters. All measures exhibit a sharp change at a critical
mutation rate around µc � 10�3. In contrast, the control simulation results are almost independent
of the mutation rate for all measures, but exhibit a larger variation at low mutation rates. Median
population �tness (a) in the control is consistently slightly higher than the median �tness of the
whole dataset, suggesting some degree of correlation between connectivity and �tness in this dataset.
Simulation parameters: population size = 10,000. Simulations were run for 2500 generations each
with 15 repeats for each parameter combination. See Methods for more details. (e-g) Examples
of population �tness distributions at the end of the simulations for the adaptive simulation (red)
and control (green) at three mutation rates µ � 10�3, 10�2 and 10�1 respectively. We observed
transition in the landscape occupancy from few high-�tness (f ¡ 1.5) genotypes at µ � 10�3 to a
multitude of genotypes with f � 1 at µ � 10�2. At the lowest mutation rate µ � 10�3 the adaptive
simulation population exhibits a markedly di�erent distribution compared to the control. At the
higher mutation rates, the adaptive simulation population shifts to lower �tness values, similar to
the control. Yet, the adaptive simulation has a higher population proportion around �tness values
of � 1 (the wild type's) compared to the control population. Thus the high proportion of wild
type-like genotypes in the adaptive simulation cannot be fully accounted for by the wild type's
higher connectivity. (h) A cartoon of the mutation-selection balance on a rugged �tness landscape
at di�erent mutation rates. At low mutation rates (left), the population is composed mostly of the
�ttest genotype. The higher the mutation rate, the more diverse the population becomes (middle,
right). At the highest mutation rate, we exemplify the "survival of the �attest" where intermediate
�tness genotypes survive because their mutational neighborhood is relatively �at.

Scaling of the critical mutation rate296

The mutation threshold phenomenon we found in the simulations occurred at a lower mutation297

rate than the "error catastrophe" predicted by quasi-species theory. "Error catastrophe" is a phase298

transition between a single (or few) high-�tness genotype to a cloud of highly connected lower-�tness299

genotypes. In the absence of crossing-over, it is expected at a mutation rate µe � 1{L, where L is300

the genome length [45]. Intuitively, when the mutation rate exceeds 1{L, each individual receives,301

on average, one mutation per generation, and hence, no error-free copies of the genome remain. In302

our simulations, L � 72 and error catastrophe is expected at µe � 0.014.303

Our estimate of the critical mutation rate µc � 10�3   µe - beyond which the �ttest genotypes304

no longer dominated - was determined based on only a small segment of the genome (72 nt). In305

order to compare it to known mutation rates in yeast, we need �rst to check how it scales with the306

number of genes or with the genome size. We use here a highly simpli�ed model of the genome.307

Assume all genes have either one of two �tness values: �t (high �tness, low robustness) or �at (sub-308
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optimal �tness, high robustness). We use a similar rationale as in the error catastrophe argument.309

Assume a genome consisting of K genes having equal properties: equally likely to be mutated and310

equal contribution to the total organismal �tness. If a single gene requires a mutation rate µ
p1q
c to311

become �at, then the mutation rate needed for one out of K genes, on average, to become �at is312

µ
pKq
c � 1

Kµ
p1q
c .313

In the complete absence of crossing-over, although genomes carrying a �at gene are less �t,314

they cannot be purged by selection, because the fully �t genotype no longer exists at this mutation315

rate. Mutations then keep accumulating, one following the other, and then additional genes should316

transition from �t to �at. This process goes on, until all genes should become �at. Similarly to the317

error catastrophe argument, here too the critical mutation rate for all genes to become �at inversely318

depends on the number of genes. At the other extreme of highly frequent crossing-over, every gene319

evolves independently of the others, because the fully-�t genome can be restored by crossing-over320

distinct genomes having di�erent genes that are non-�t. At a mutation rate µ
pKq
c we then expect to321

�nd one �at gene on average per individual (which can be a di�erent gene for di�erent individuals),322

where the majority of the genes remain �t.323

Returning to the tRNA, the evolutionary simulation of the single gene �tness landscape showed324

transition from �t to �at genotypes at a mutation rate of µ
p1q
c � 10�3. The yeast genome is325

known to contain roughly 6600 genes [58]. Add to that an equal number of non-coding regions326

a�ecting �tness and consider each of them twice because the genome is diploid. If yeast were327

purely asexuals, we would obtain that µcpfull genomeq � 10�3

4�6600 � 4 � 10�8. Alternatively, when328

considering the relative weight of the 72 nt tRNA gene in the 1.2 � 107 nt long full genome, we329

obtain µcpfull genomeq � 6 � 10�9. Yeast are not obligatory sexuals, but do occasionally pursue330

sexual reproduction. The linkage disequilibrium of yeast laboratory strains was reported to fall to331

half at a distance of 23 kb [59]. Thus, yeast should fall in between the two extremes with possibly332

a few �at genes per genome at µcpfull genomeq. The previous estimate assumed equal properties333

to all genes, and in particular a uniform mutation rate genome-wide. Yet, mutation rates are not334

uniform across the genome, and speci�cally tRNA genes were shown to be 7-10-fold more mutable335

compared to the background genome [60, 61]. Thus, we expect that highly mutable genes, such as336

the tRNA, are likely to be amongst these few �at genes.337

Discussion338

Recent advances in high-throughput experimental methods have allowed for large-scale character-339

ization of empirical �tness landscapes [4, 5, 6, 7], which can be applied to test hypotheses about340

the driving forces of evolutionary dynamics. Here, we test the "survival of the �attest" hypothesis,341

which suggests that beyond a certain level of mutation rates, it is not the �ttest genotype that342

becomes dominant but rather the �attest one - the genotype that is the most mutationally robust343

(though often sub-optimal).344

In this study, we analyzed the �tness measurements of 23, 284 genetic variants of the tRNAArg
CCU345

S. cerevisiae gene made by Li et al. [54, 55]. We found that the wild type allele is not the �ttest,346

but instead, approximately 8%-10% of the measured mutants (2000-2400) were �tter. The wild type347

allele was not only sub-optimal in each of the four conditions measured, but also sub-optimal on348
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average on all four of them. Still, as �tness was only measured under four di�erent conditions, it is349

possible that some of the high-�tness mutants are inferior in another condition not included in this350

experiment [62]. Characterization of the �tness landscape showed that the wild type is not a local351

�tness maximum either and that �tness-increasing trajectories leading to �tter genotypes only two352

mutations away, are feasible. Instead we �nd, that the wild type is mutationally robust. We used353

stochastic evolutionary simulations on the empirical �tness landscape to study the conditions at354

which the wild type allele should be favored by selection. The simulations showed transition from355

high-�tness but mutationally sensitive to sub-optimal but mutationally robust genotypes (among356

them is the wild type) at a critical mutation rate of µc � 10�3 [per position, per cell division].357

This estimate refers to the tRNA alone. The S. cerevisiae genome contains �6600 genes as well358

as non-coding regions contributing to �tness. Extrapolation of the critical mutation rate to the359

full genome is complicated, because di�erent genes have di�erent properties (such as propensity to360

mutate and contribution to organismal �tness) and yeast occasionally engage is sexual reproduction.361

Under several simplifying assumptions, we estimated that a mutation rate of 4 � 10�8 � 6 � 10�9
362

several �at genes are expected per genome. For reference, the genome-wide mutation rate in S.363

cerevisiae was estimated to be 10�9 � 10�10 [63, 64, 57]. However, genes vary in their mutation364

rate and, in particular, tRNA genes were shown to have a mutation rate 7-10-fold higher than the365

background genome [60, 61]. We propose that while the majority of yeast genes are still selected to366

be �ttest, there are a few mutation hot-spots like the tRNA for which the mutationally robust �at367

allele is favored by selection.368

Analysis of di�erent error sources as potential explanations for the reported high-�tness mutants369

was included in the original publications [54, 55]. We repeated some of them, e.g. �tness inaccuracy370

due to read-count noise, an estimate of the possibility that the high �tness is due to other mutations371

in the genome and the violation of exponential growth assumption (see SI, Section 1). We found372

that they could explain 10% of the �tter-than-wild type mutants, at most.373

Inherent to the astronomical dimensionality of �tness landscapes is our inability to fully measure374

them, or even get close to a full measurement. Even the high-throughput measurements possible375

today only sample speci�c regions of the �tness landscapes, concentrated around the wild type376

gene or alternatively sample randomly scattered mutants [65]. In our case, the mutant library was377

produced by mutating the wild type allele. Its coverage was almost full near the wild type and378

became sparser further away. This non-uniform coverage introduces technical challenges, because379

di�erent genotypes in the dataset potentially have di�erent numbers of single mutants. This could380

have potentially biased our evolutionary simulations on the landscape and the steepness calculation.381

To alleviate this concern, we used a neutral simulation as a control and a special sampling procedure382

for the steepness calculation. Reassuringly, we found the e�ect of non-uniform landscape sampling383

to be minor at low mutation rates and only partial at higher mutation rates (see Fig. 5 and SI Fig.384

S3). Usage of fragments of a �tness landscapes to draw general conclusions is a common practice in385

the �eld. However, it does raise the fundamental question whether indeed it represents the entirety386

of the landscape and hence, should be used with caution. Full landscape mappings are possible only387

for computationally fabricated and relatively small landscapes [8, 24, 25]. Alternatively, massive388

random sampling of �tness landscapes, not concentrated around the wild type, could be used to389
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test the validity of this common approach. Recent works also handled the sparse sampling of390

�tness datasets by interpolating between the measured points to estimate �tness values of missing391

genotypes [66, 29] with some success. While these techniques are computationally very demanding,392

it would be interesting to test in the future whether they are applicable for computing evolutionary393

dynamics on incomplete landscapes.394

"Survival of the �attest" is a theoretical prediction which is a direct outcome of quasi-species395

theory [49]. It was demonstrated in simulations on digital organisms [51] and experimentally in396

RNA viruses [53]. Previous theory focused on the simplest case of competition between two species,397

each located on a single peak �tness landscape: one which has high �tness but is steep and the other398

that has lower �tness but is less steep [49, 50], however actual �tness landscapes are signi�cantly399

more complex. A general theory for the emergence of �atness and, in particular, calculation of the400

critical mutation rate at which this transition occurs, is still lacking. Here, we estimated this critical401

mutation rate using evolutionary simulations. A theoretical framework unifying selection for high402

�tness and selection for mutational robustness was recently introduced [67, 44].403

As the number of large-scale �tness measurements of particular landscapes is still limited, ad-404

ditional examples for wild type genes being sub-optimal are scarce. Bank et al. characterized the405

�tness landscape of the yeast heat shock protein Hsp90 [30] and found some mutants with higher406

than wild type �tness. Experiments mimicking horizontal gene transfers found that replacement of407

a gene by orthologs from another species could, in a few cases, increase the organismal �tness [68].408

Evidence of 'second-order' selection for adaptability and mutational robustness was reported [43,409

41]. Multiple experimental works have demonstrated that high-�tness genotypes have less access410

to bene�cial mutations or that the very same bene�cial mutations have a smaller �tness e�ect,411

whereas deleterious mutations have a larger e�ect on the background of high-�tness genotypes412

compared to low-�tness ones [69, 43]. As most mutations of high-�tness genotypes are deleterious,413

these observations are in line with our �ndings that high-�tness genotypes are usually also steeper.414

This global pattern of high-�tness genotypes being more sensitive to mutations compared to lower415

�tness genotypes could be a simple statistical outcome of high-�tness ones being scarce [8] or the416

outcome of global epistasis patterns [70].417

Mutation rates were previously thought to be uniform across the genome and hence, genome-418

wide elevated mutation rates were considered necessary to detect �atness [53]. Recent measurements419

reveal a more intricate picture of mutations, with variation in mutation rate at all scales: between420

strains [64], between individuals and across the genome [71, 72, 73]. A variety of factors, such as421

sequence context, transcription level, nucleosome occupancy, DNase hypersensitivity, and recombi-422

nation rate, have been linked to increased �ne-scale susceptibility to mutation [74, 72]. Additionally,423

di�erent genes can be under di�erent selection pressures. Building on these non-uniformities in both424

selection intensity and mutation rate, we propose that sporadic instances of sub-optimal and muta-425

tionally robust alleles exist in nature, while the majority of the genome is still �ttest. Testing this426

hypothesis would require probing the �tness landscapes of both high- and low-mutation rate genes427

in the same organism.428
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Methods429

Fitness data430

We used the �tness measurements as published in [54]. For completeness, we brie�y summarize how431

�tness was measured and de�ned there:432

1. Cells were sampled and sequenced at time T0, right before competition. The frequencies of433

the di�erent genotypes xip0q were then calculated xip0q �
Rip0q°
j Rjp0q

, where Rjptq is the number434

of reads of genotype j at time t. These baseline frequencies were then used for all conditions.435

2. The original cell pool was then split to the four di�erent conditions, with at least 3 replicates436

for each (30�C and 23�C were replicated 6 times, the rest 3 times).437

3. All genetic variants were grown together for 24 h, where after 12 h, the culture was diluted438

by a factor of 1/100.439

4. After 24 h (T24) cells from each of the growth conditions were sampled and sequenced.440

The number of wild type generations in 24 h under condition m during competition was calcu-441

lated as:442

Gm
WT

� log2

�
d �

gmp24qxm
WT
p24q

gp0qxWTp0q



,

where gmptq is the total number of cells at time t (calculated using the culture cell density (OD)443

measure) at condition m and d is the dilution factor. The measurements at time t � 0 were common444

to all conditions. The per-generation �tness of variant i at condition m was de�ned there as445

fmi �

�
Rm

i p24q{Rip0q

Rm
WT
p24q{RWTp0q


1{Gm
WT

. (2)

Gm
WT

is the number of wild type generations under conditionm, Gm
WT

� rm
WT

�t{ log 2, where rm
WT

is the446

wild type exponential growth rate under that condition. Turning to continuous time and assuming447

that all variants grow exponentially during the entire experiment (neglecting lag and yield phases),448

Eq. (2) can be written as449

fmi �

�
expprmi � tq

expprm
WT

� tq


1{Gm
WT

� exp

�
prmi � rm

WT
qt �

log 2

rm
WT
t

�
� 2

�
rmi
rm
WT

�1



� 2

�
Gm
i

Gm
WT

�1



, (3)

where rmi is the growth rate of the i � th genotype under condition m. Hence, the �tness of a450

genotype i under condition m is its exponentiated relative growth rate di�erence with respect to451

the wild type's under that condition. In the common notation of population genetics, a mutant452

has �tness advantage s over the wild type, if it has on average p1 � sq-times more o�spring per-453

generation. Thus, 2

�
rmi
rm
WT

�1



� 2s. The wild type's �tness equals 1 by de�nition, under each of the454

conditions.455
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Fitness value re-scaling between conditions456

The �tness values of genotypes were de�ned relative to the wild type's under each of the conditions457

and thus are incomparable between conditions. In order to calculate an average �tness over all458

conditions, we �rst needed to de�ne a common baseline to compare values referring to di�erent459

conditions. Fitness of genotype i under condition m2 relative to the wild type's �tness at m2 was460

de�ned as:461

fm2
i :� 2

�
r
m2
i

r
m2
WT

�1



. (4)

Now we would like to de�ne it when the reference is the wild type's �tness at condition m1, namely:462

f̃m2
i :� 2

�
r
m2
i

r
m1
WT

�1



. (5)

Substituting Eq. (4) we obtain463

rm2
i � log2pf

m2
i q � rm2

WT
� rm2

WT
� rm2

WT
p1 � log2pf

m2
i qq. (6)

Substituting rm2
i into Eq. (5) we obtain:464

f̃m2
i � 2plog2pf

m2
i q�r

m2
WT

�r
m2
WT

�r
m1
WT

q{r
m1
WT . (7)

If we return to the original reference growth rate rm2
WT, the equation reduces to the original �tness465

de�nition, such that f̃m2
i � fm2

i .466

We chose the measurements at 30�C to be our reference. For this calculation, we used the467

wild type growth rates under the four conditions as reported in [54]: r23C
WT

� 0.25, r30C
WT

� 0.5,468

rDMSO
WT

� 0.45, r37C
WT

� 0.43. The growth rate units are ∆ OD/hour.469

Steepness calculation470

Our basic de�nition of a genotype i steepness is the average �tness di�erence (absolute-value)471

between a genotype and its single mutants N1piq:472

si �
1

|N1piq|

¸
jPN1piq

|fi � fj |, (8)

where fj are the �tness values of these single mutants and |N1piq| is their number. However, our473

dataset contains �tness values of only a small subset of the tRNA gene �tness landscape with non-474

uniform sampling of the genotype space: dense close to the wild type and sparser further away.475

Thus, only for the wild type, we have nearly full coverage of its single mutants, whereas for most476

other genotypes, only a few of their single mutants were measured. This non-uniform sampling477

could potentially bias the steepness calculation.478

To handle this, we applied an alternative calculation which facilitates only pairwise comparisons479

between genotypes. To compare the steepness of a genotype G with that of another genotype480
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C, we took the single mutants of each NG P N1pGq and NC P N1pCq. We de�ned dpG1, G2q481

as the Hamming distance between the genotypes G1 and G2 and then imposed symmetry of the482

two neighbor sets, as follows. For every genotype NG P N1pGq we calculated its distance from483

C, dpNG, Cq. We then searched for a 1-neighbor of C that had equal distance from G, namely,484

dpNC , Gq � dpNG, Cq. If no such neighbor of C existed, we discarded NG. If there were one, we485

included both genotypes in the neighbor dataset which would be used for steepness calculation.486

If multiple appropriate 1-neighbors existed, we randomly selected one of them. We repeated this487

procedure, until either C or G had no more 1-neighbors left. This procedure creates symmetrical488

mutational neighborhoods of G and C with equal numbers of neighbors and symmetric arrangement489

of the neighbors of each genotype with respect to the other. For genotypes with very few neighbors,490

the neighbor set might be empty and then the steepness calculation becomes unfeasible. We used491

this procedure to compare the steepness of the wild type with that of other genotypes in Fig. 4a.492

Since the wild type has a much larger number of neighbors compared to most genotypes, there are493

often multiple ways to sample its mutational neighborhood for the steepness calculation. Hence, we494

randomly drew the set of wild type neighbors 100 times. We then obtained a distribution of wild type495

steepness values that we subtracted from the other genotype steepness. Fig. 4a illustrates di�erent496

statistical measures of this distribution as representative values of the wild type distribution: mean,497

median, 75% percentile, maximum and minimum. The choice of maximum steepness value as wild498

type representative is of course the strictest one. Only then, a few genotypes have lower steepness499

than the wild type's. We included in the calculation only genotypes that had at least 5 nearest-500

neighbors.501

Simulated �tness landscape using the NK model502

We simulated a correlated �tness landscape using the NK model [8]. A genotype in this model is503

represented by a binary string of length N , so the �tness landscape consists of 2N genotypes. The504

parameter K is used to tune the ruggedness of the �tness landscape, such that for K � 1 it is fully505

additive and smooth and for K � N it is the most rugged. The �tness of each genotype is de�ned as506

the average of N contributions of its N positions. Each contribution is determined by a particular507

position and its K � 1 neighbors. We drew 2K random numbers either from a uniform distribution508

and assigned these values to be the �tness contributions of the possible binary strings of length K,509

fps0, . . . , sK�1q, si P r0, 1s. The �tness of each genotype encoded by a binary string of length N is510

de�ned as the average of the N �tness contributions of the length-K strings it contains (cyclically):511

F ps0, s1, . . . , s2N�1q �
1
N

°
j fpsj , sj�1, . . . , spj�K�1qmodN q.512

Evolutionary simulations513

The quasi-species evolutionary dynamics is given by [45, 46], where we use the notation as in [75]:514

9xi �
ņ

j�1

xjqjifj � f̄xi i � 1 . . . n, (9)

where xi is the frequency of the i'th genotype, such that
°

i xi � 1. qji is the probability that515

replication of genotype j results in genotype i, such that
°

i qji � 1. If replication is error-free,516
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qii � 1 and qji � 0 for j � i. fi is the �tness of genotype i and f̄ �
°

j xjfj is the population517

mean �tness. We assume that the mutation rate qji between genotypes j and i only depends on the518

Hamming distance hji between those genotypes:519

qji � p1 � qqL�hjiqhji , (10)

whereas L is genome length and q is the mutation rate per position per generation.520

Rather than solving the di�erential equations, we used an agent-based stochastic simulation521

to study the evolutionary dynamics on the experimentally measured �tness landscape. As some522

genotypes in the dataset have no single mutants, they are unreachable via single-point mutations.523

Hence, we excluded such genotypes and ran the simulation on a subset of only 15,000 genotypes,524

which were all, at most 3 mutations away from the wild type. To simplify the implementation, all525

the measured �tness values were re-scaled to the range r0, 1s. To tackle memory and complexity526

issues, we computed the Hamming distance matrix H, Hij � hij up front. Each row of H was527

calculated using sparse matrix multiplication, resulting in a� 108 entries matrix stored on disk in528

an h5 �le type which allows easy slicing access.529

We initialized a population of N �10,000 individuals as detailed below. We randomly chose530

10% of the possible genotypes in our simulation dataset (approx. 1500 genotypes) as the seed of531

the initial population and then assigned equal number of copies (6-7 copies) of each genotype to the532

initial population. The simulation algorithm then followed the Moran model [76]: At each iteration,533

we pick an individual i. Then either of three things happens: it can either replicate (with or without534

mutation) or not replicate at all. With probability 1�fi, where fi is its �tness, it will not replicate.535

With probability fi, it will replicate and replace another randomly chosen individual j regardless of536

its �tness fj . Replication can be accompanied by mutation of i in a single position with probability537

1 � p1 � qqL. In the latter case, its mutated version ĩ will replace j. We then move on to the next538

individual. This algorithm ensures a �xed population size of N . The simulation was written using539

the mesa python package [77]. The simulation algorithm (written in pseudo-code) is detailed here:540
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Algorithm 1 quasi-species simulation

1. Input:

(a) N Ð #Population Size

(b) q Ð #Mutation Rate per base pair per generation

(c) g Ð #Number of generations to run

2. Randomly initialize the population

3. Do g times:

(a) Go through the whole population and for each individual i do:

i. r1 Ð sample from a uniform distribution in the range [0,1] (# We normalized the

�tness values)

ii. If r1   fi: (# the individual will reproduce)

A. j Ð select another individual to die

B. r2 Ð sample from a uniform distribution in the range [0,1]

C. if r2   1 � p1 � qqL: //The chances of at least one mutation to occur while

replicating

- ĩÐ Choose a 1-neighbor of i

- Replace individual j by ĩ

D. else: #( r2 ¥ 1 � p1 � qqL )

- Replace individual j by i

(b) Shu�e the individuals order

The simulation allows only single mutation steps, because the probability for higher-order mu-541

tations is very low. The simulation was run for a �xed number of 2500 generations, where in every542

generation the simulation goes over all individuals in the populations. This number of generations543

was chosen after we veri�ed that it is su�cient to reach a mutation-selection balance. We re-544

peated the simulation 15 times for each parameter combination, such that each repeat is initialized545

independently.546
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